
CRON FLEXO Success Story



ExtraPack OOD, 
Bulgaria



Company profile
Extrapack OOD: Bulgaria's Premier Bag and Packaging Manufacturer

Established in 1995 by five ambitious Bulgarian entrepreneurs, Extrapack OOD set out on a mission to become the top bags and packaging manufacturer in 
Bulgaria. Today, the company is a leader in the country's packaging industry, consistently striving to enhance quality and broaden its product offerings.

Throughout its history, Extrapack has consistently grown its production capacity and expanded its distribution network to encompass all major Bulgarian cities. A
significant portion of company profits are reinvested in skilled personnel and state-of-the-art equipment.

In the spring of 2001, Extrapack commissioned its first modern factory, situated in the western industrial zone of Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria. The company's trade 
office and warehouse, established in 2004, is located in Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria. Extrapack went on to launch a second factory near its Veliko Tarnovo
headquarters in late 2009 and a third factory in 2016, which produces nonwoven spunbond and meltblown polypropylene fabrics for various industrial 
applications.

As of 2023, Extrapack employs over 750 individuals, with more than 65% of its production exported to Western European clients. The company is committed to 
maintaining exceptional product quality while prioritizing environmental concerns in packaging.

Extrapack holds several international certifications, including ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 22000:2006, FSC®, and more. It is also a proud member of the Bulgarian Industrial Association, the Bulgarian Association "Polymers," and Sourcing.BG.

See more on: https://bags.bg/En/25

https://bags.bg

https://bags.bg/En/25
https://bags.bg/


CRON CTP Line
On Crone machine we expose

HUANGUANG DR114H,DTF114H, DF-175 
Ablative film.

We have also Kodak NX system.

Resolution: 4800 dpi



Froben Druck
GmbH &CO.KG

DE-28870 Ottersberg, Germany



Company profile
Froben Druck Ottersberg / 2 x Cron HDI 920 S

Labels for food and non-food industry, brand manufacturer and different local customer

2 Cron HDI 920 S 

To be save in case of production peaks and for daily stable plate output for his different print devices

why Cron Europe/Dortschy?

Easy handling, perfect support from Dortschy, stable plate output, benefit-cost factor was an very 
important point, to be able to save time and raw material

only used for Asahi-Kasei AWP plate system but give more options if needing

https://www.dortschy.de/fileadmin/www.dortschy.de/media/News/2020-11-
13_Froben_2._Cron_HDI_920/Froben_Dortschy.pdf

https://www.dortschy.de/fileadmin/www.dortschy.de/media/News/2020-11-13_Froben_2._Cron_HDI_920/Froben_Dortschy.pdf
https://www.dortschy.de/fileadmin/www.dortschy.de/media/News/2020-11-13_Froben_2._Cron_HDI_920/Froben_Dortschy.pdf


CRON CTP Line



Monia Flexo
trade shop, UAE



Company profile

Part of Monia Group. In 2017, the group successfully 
diversified it’s offering by stepping into the flexo plate making 
industry and established Monia Flexo which is based Sharjah 
airport free zone, UAE.

We believed in CRON HDI quality and durability, and it was 
the 1st Digital imaging machine we installed, later we 
installed an additional Cron HDI. We are also proud to have 
installed 1st Cron HDI in Middle East. 



CRON CTP Line
1x CRON 1600 H

1x CRON 1600 H+



Effeci, Italy



Company profile

Our company has been operating for 44 years (since 1978), in the field of cliches for flexographic 
printing. We constantly strive to improve in the field of flexible corrugated cardboard. Our staff are 
always up to date on new technologies so that our company can provide our customers with the 
best that always offers the flexo market. We are always available to our clients to achieve and 
complete any project they require, but not only our company creates, and has always created 
value for all our customers, values that become aware of the quality of relationships and 
requirements. Our ambition is to ensure a continued commitment to distinguish ourselves in the 
flexographic printing market. it’s adopting systems.



CRON CTP line



DOBBER 
Healthcare



Company Profile



CRON CTP line





PECAT HD
REPRO STUDIO

Gornji Milanovac, Serbia



Company profile
Pecat HD / Cron HDI 1600 S+

Prepress studio for flexo plate production. 

Founded over 30 years ago, became the biggest reference in Balkan region. Their main strenght is 
technology supported by their huge experience in flexo printing technology.

Replaced one Esko unit with CRON and seamlessly continued to use same 1-bit files with much better 
results.



CRON HDI 1600 S+



STUDIO 
SPREMO
REPRO STUDIO

Novi Sad, Serbia



Company profile
Studio Spremo / Cron HDI 920 S+

Prepress studio for flexo and offset plate production. 

Installed 2 CRON units. First CRON was for offset and after few years they added flexo CTP to provide wider 
offer to their customers. 

They started with no knowledge about flexo and after short period of time they achieved to provide 
excellent output quality due to good support from dealer, both in technology and consultancy.



CRON HDI 920 S+



GRAFOPLEX
PRINT SHOP

Split, Croatia



Company profile
Grafoplex/ Cron HDI 920 S+

Family owned printing shop founded in 1972.  Printing and producing adding roles, flexo labels and 
packaging.

Invested in CRON HDI 920 to produce all types of plates for their print shop: water and solvent digital flexo 
plates, thermal offset plates, ablative film, dry offset plates.



CRON HDI 920 S+


